
Stable growth period (1973–1991) /  
Information society development period (1991–1999)

Development as an Environmental Company and Establishing a Position 
in the Field of Water Treatment for Electronics Industry
As areas all over Japan experienced worsening pollution issues accompanying 
economic growth, Kurita made its mark as an environmental company by working 
to solve pollution due to industrial and household wastewater. In the 1980s, Kurita 
established a firm position as a provider of water treatment solutions for the elec-
tronics industry by meeting the industry’s growing demand for advanced water 
treatment with ultrapure water technology. In 1989, marking its 40th anniversary, 
Kurita formulated the current corporate philosophy. It shared its mission of creating 
shared value with society in the fields of water and environment, and expanded its 
business to include soil remediation.

Post-war recovery period (1949–1954) /  
High economic growth period (1954–1973)

Kurita Establishes the Spirit and Business that Form its Foundation
Kurita’s founder developed an innovative business model that combined optimal 
treatment and effect verification based on data with the experience-based treat-
ment that was the mainstream approach to boiler water treatment in Japan at the 
time. The principle of “Providing the unique value that only Kurita can create” became 
the driving force for realizing the model, and it lives on today in the Kurita Group’s 
DNA. As Japan’s industry advanced, the Company developed the three functions of 
water treatment chemicals, water treatment facilities, and maintenance. By support-
ing the steel, pulp and paper, and petrochemical industries with water treatment 
solutions, the Company achieved steady growth.

 
Period of IoT advancement (1999–)

The Kurita Group’s Value Creation

Since its establishment, the Kurita Group has provided value to its customers by 
solving water-related issues in various industries.
 In 2018, the Kurita Group adopted as its corporate vision “A Creator of unique value 
to the solution of water and the environment,” for contributing to the realization of a 
sustainable society and started the medium-term management plan Maximize Value 
Proposition 2022 (MVP-22), which positions CSR at the core. The Kurita Group will 
continue working to provide its stakeholders with new value, aiming to realize its 
corporate philosophy, “Study the properties of water, master them, and we will create 
an environment in which nature and man are in harmony.”

History of Value Creation

1951

Entered the Water 
Treatment Facilities 
business

1958

Expanded into 
maintenance services

1961

Listed stock on the Second 
Section of the Tokyo Stock 

Exchange and the Osaka 
Securities Exchange

1962

Listed stock on the First 
Section of the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange and the Osaka 
Securities Exchange

1965

Expanded into process 
treatment chemicals

1973

Entered the 
electronics industry

1975

Established an overseas 
company for the Water 
Treatment Chemicals 
business

1974

Head office built in 
Shinjuku, Tokyo

1989

Established the 
corporate 
philosophy

1991

Launched soil 
remediation services

1986

Deployed tool cleaning 
services

1960 1970 1980 1990

N
et sales

1949

Founded as a company in  
the Water Treatment Chemicals 
business (boiler water 
treatment chemicals) in Kobe
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Medium-Term Management Plan  
“Maximize Value Proposition 2022 (MVP-22)” 
(April 1, 2018 – March 31, 2023)

Stable growth period (1973–1991) / 
Information society development period (1991–1999)

New Business Model Deployment and Globalization
In 2002, as the electronics industry continued to develop even fur-
ther with the advance of IT, Kurita developed a new service 
contract-type business model in the form of the ultrapure water 
supply business. Subsequently, the Company continued to trans-
form its business model, creating various new services that 
identified customers’ issues from the perspectives of saving water, 
saving energy, and reducing waste, and provided solutions for 
them. From 2015, the Company began full-fledged expansion into 
overseas business through M&A, and is promoting global develop-
ment of total solutions.

Period of IoT advancement (1999–)

2002

Launched 
ultrapure water 
supply business

2003

Achieved 100% 
wastewater reclamation

2012

Relocated head 
office to Nakano, 

Tokyo

2015

Commenced the ultrapure 
water supply business  

in South Korea

Acquired a water treatment  
chemicals business in Europe

2017 and 2019

Acquired water treatment 
-related companies  
in the United States

Medium-Term Management Plan 
“Competitive Kurita 2017 (CK-17)”
(April 1, 2015 – March 31, 2018)

Basic Policy:
We will conduct a radical review of every operation to provide 
high-added-value for our customers

Priority Measures:

Cultivate New Markets

Achievements
Expanded the business in Europe,  
North America and the Middle East
Invested in start-ups

Challenges
Growth accompanied by improved 
profitability
Accelerating the commercialization of new 
businesses

Create competitive products and 
services

Achievements
Created DReeM PolymerTM, S.sensingTM GW, 
KWSSTM, CORRTM system

Challenges
New business model and development  
of customer-oriented solutions still a work 
in progress

Improve capital efficiency

Achievements
Raised capital efficiency by directing  
funds to investing in growth and 
shareholder returns

Challenges
Have not reached the average level  
for Japanese companies

Optimize production systems and 
utilize the Group’s network

Achievements
Obtained and utilized new production 
bases through M&A
Improved productivity in China and South 
Korea

Challenges
Further global optimization of production 
bases

Basic Policy:
Maximize customer intimacy by dismantling preconceived ideas 
and dramatically raising the quality and speed of our work.

Priority Measures:

Development of CSV business Enhancement of total solutions

Rebuilding of manufacturing system for 
water treatment facilities

Creation of new business and  
the promotion of innovation

Strengthening the foundation and 
promotion of research and development

Establishment of  
the Group governance system 

Management Targets:

Net sales
Organic growth rate

3% or more

Operating income margin
15%

Return on equity (ROE)
10% or more

Adoption of management using return  
on invested capital (ROIC)

Aim for improved capital efficiency  
in each business segment

2000 2010 2019

Rebuilt the Kurita Group 
Philosophy System

Formulated a 
New Corporate Vision

2018 2019
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Corporate Philosophy

Kurita Group Philosophy System
https://www.kurita.co.jp/english/philosophy_vision/index.html

Corporate Vision
Basic Policy 1. Kurita Group Code of Conduct 4. CSR Policy

2. Corporate Governance Policies 5. Kurita Group BCM  
(Business Continuity Management) Policy3. Basic Policies for Constructing  

an Internal Control System 6. Kurita Group Business Policy*

The basic policy encompasses the management direction and aims of the Group 
and forms the foundation of the Kurita Group Philosophy System.

* The Kurita Group Business Policy is made up of the Kurita Group Human Rights Policy, the Kurita Group Environmental Policy, and others.

“A Creator of unique value to the solution of water and environment,” 
contributing to the realization of a sustainable society.
1. Kurita Group will seek to create shared value with society such as environmental preservation and the effective use of resources, 

and will realize its corporate philosophy, by continuing to innovate and through businesses contributing to the natural 
environment, industry and people’s lives.

2. Kurita Group will, as an indispensable partner, create value for customers such as “pursuit of safety,” “productivity enhancement” 
and “reduction of environmental impact.”

3. Kurita Group will evolve its “service business” and will provide customers, at speed, with comprehensive solutions making full 
use of Kurita’s technologies, products and services in water treatment chemicals, water treatment facilities and 
maintenance services.

The missions that the Kurita Group will fulfill in society into the future, its medium- and long-term 
visions, and its ways of thinking and values as the foothold for achieving them are stipulated  
as the Kurita Group Philosophy System.

Study the properties of water, master them, and we will create 
an environment in which nature and man are in harmony
1. Kurita Group will contribute to facilitate the coexistence and shared prosperity of the natural environment and human society 

by creating shared value with society through water.

2. Kurita Group will generate new functions and value for water, through further exploration and exploitation of the fundamental 
properties of water.

3. Each individual of Kurita Group will adopt its customers’ point of view and solve their water and environmental issues, by making 
full use of its unique technologies, products and services.

* The corporate philosophy was set out in 1989 to mark the 40th founding anniversary of the Company. 

Value Creation of the Kurita Group

Core values

Fairness Transparency Integrity Safety Compatibility

Kurita Group Philosophy System
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Management Resources (Fiscal year ended March 31, 2019)

Intellectual Capital

 R&D bases

3 sites
Japan, Germany, 
and Singapore

 Number of patents held

2,326
 R&D personnel

Approx.180

  Operation management data

 Materials and parts

Natural Capital

 Water intake

4 million m3

 Energy

4.55 million GJ

 Number of employees

Consolidated: 6,613 Parent: 1,549
 Training opportunities

Human Capital

Financial Capital

Manufactured Capital

 Property, plant and equipment (Net)

¥109,669 million

 Global network of manufacturing bases

 Globally expanding sales network, 
customer base covering a wide  
range of industries, supply chains,  
and alliances

 Certifications/Qualifications

Social and Relationship Capital

 Shareholders’ equity

¥233,417 million

+4.9% year on year

 R&D expenses

¥5,490 million

+4.4% year on year
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Japan

Global Network

Asia

Europe North and  
South America

Corporate 
Philosophy

Culture

Stable 
employment

Sense of unity Determination to 
achieve goals

Water 
Treatment 
Chemicals

Water 
Treatment 
Facilities

Maintenance

Total Solutions

 Collaboration with partners who 
possess technology and expertise

Maintenance

 Coordination with sales, design, 
technology, and development

Marketing

Research and development

 Coordination with design and technology
 Coordination with agencies who possess 

technology and expertise
 Grasp customer needs

Sales and orders

 Coordination with sales and 
development

 Optimize application to  
customers’ operations

Design and technology

 Procurement by Head Office and by 
production bases

 Coordinate with development  
to evaluate the function of raw  
materials and parts

Procurement and quality control

 Realize quality and safety improvement 
and efficiency gains

 Collaboration with cooperating partners 
who possess technology and expertise

Manufacture and construction

Value chain Business fields

Strengths

Corporate Governance

Corporate VisionCorporate Philosophy
Study the properties of water, master them, and 
we will create an environment in which nature and 
man are in harmony

Business Model

Value Creation of the Kurita Group

Raw water 
treatment

Wastewater 
reclamation 

Industrial water
Tap water and  

sea water

Groundwater

Plants and offices, etc.

Yield 
increase

Water 
saving

Energy 
saving

Labor 
saving

Water 
saving

Groundwater depletion, 
ground subsidence

Production process Utilities

Facility 
preservation

CO2 (Greenhouse gas)
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Human 
resources

Technology  
development capability

Technological 
infrastructure

Intellectual 
property

Financial 
capability

Data

Accumulate

Expertise

Human 
resources Experience

Modification

Supply Reclamation

ImpactsBusiness fields

Strengths

Purification
 By purifying polluted water, we will ensure the required 

quality for ecosystems, including human living, and industry.
 By purifying polluted soil and groundwater, we will secure 

usable land.
Water saving
 By controlling the quality of recirculating water in industry, 

we will optimize the volume of water used.
Reclamation and reuse
 By reclaiming and recycling wastewater from industry into 

a reusable condition, we will contribute to reducing the 
volume of water intake.

Desalination
 By efficiently desalinizing sea water, we will secure water 

resources.

Solving water resource issues

Energy saving
 By increasing heat exchange efficiency in systems that use 

water as a medium, we will optimize energy use and 
reduce CO2 emissions.

Energy creation
 By using waste to generate biogas that can be used for 

power and heat, we will create renewable energy.

Realizing sustainable energy use

Corporate Governance

“A Creator of unique value to the solution 
of water and environment,” contributing 
to the realization of a sustainable society.

Basic Policy
1. Kurita Group Code of Conduct
2. Corporate Governance Policies
3. Basic Policies for Constructing  

an Internal Control System

4. CSR Policy
5. Kurita Group BCM (Business 

Continuity Management) Policy
6. Kurita Group Business Policy

Rivers, lakes, and 
sea areas

Waste reduction

Tight capacity of landfill sites

CO2 emission reduction

Climate change (extreme weather and natural disasters)

Stable water 
treatment

Wastewater 
treatment

Issues for customers and society
Solutions

Water pollution

Soil and groundwater 
remediation

Soil and groundwater 
pollution

Reducing waste
 By reducing industrial waste, we will optimize the land used 

for final disposal sites.
Recycling
 We will use waste as a resource to contribute to the 

formation of a recycling-oriented society.

Waste reduction
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181,282

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

221,273 218,730
251,447 258,439

189,398

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

214,372 214,187
236,815

259,409

10.3

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

9.3 9.1 9.5 9.4

3.7

4.7
5.6

6.4

7.7
7.3

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

4.2
4.9

5.8
5.1

46.0

52.4

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

48.0

44.3
39.9

50.0 52.0

32.6

54.0

35.0

0.67

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

0.72 0.72
0.76 0.77

Total assets turnover improved due to aggressive allocation of our own funds into cor-
porate acquisitions and growth in net sales against a backdrop of steady progress on 
construction of large water treatment facility projects.

 Total assets turnover = Net sales ÷ Total assets (Average)

Financial Capital

Value Creation of the Kurita Group

Performance (Fiscal year ended March 31, 2019)

Orders (Millions of Yen)

Orders declined for water treatment facilities in the flat-panel display and semicon-
ductor sectors in China and South Korea, while orders for water treatment chemicals 
increased due to the consolidation of Hansu Co., Ltd. in South Korea in the fourth 
quarter of the previous fiscal year.

Sales by Region (Millions of Yen)

Sales rose strongly in Asia, reflecting solid growth in demand for water treatment chem-
icals and the consolidation of Hansu in South Korea, as well as steady progress on 
construction of large water treatment facility projects for the electronics industry.

     Japan         Asia         North America         EMEA         Other regions

Operating Income Margin (%)

The operating income margin remained at about the same level as an increase in oper-
ating income due to the effect of higher sales was offset by an increase in goodwill 
amortization due to acquisitions in the Water Treatment Chemicals business and tem-
porary additional costs due to tight production capacity in the Water Treatment 
Facilities business.

ROE and ROA declined due to a decrease in net income, reflecting the impact of losses 
associated with the reorganization of unprofitable businesses, despite efforts to make 
effective use of capital by selling shares of other listed companies and allocating cash 
on hand to capital investment and M&As.

Return on Assets (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE) (%)

       ROA           ROE

 ROA = Net income attributable to owners of parent ÷ Total assets (Average) × 100
 ROE = Net income attributable to owners of parent ÷ Equity (Average) × 100

Dividends per Share and Dividend Payout Ratio 

Under a policy of striving to increase dividends, dividends increased for the 15th con-
secutive year. The dividend payout ratio increased slightly, partly reflecting the decrease 
in net income.

     Dividends per share (Yen)           Dividend payout ratio (%)

Total Assets Turnover (Times)
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19

51.6

2018 2019 2018 2019

20

53.9

18

49.2

18

43.7

153

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

143
155

193
181

0.0

23.2 22.6 23.1 24.1

2016 2017 2018 2019

0.0

7.7

6.7

7.1
8.6

7.6

8.5

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

5,222 5,481 5,654
6,011

6,613

2017 2018 2019 2017 2018 2019 2017 2018 2019

29.02

54.12
44.66

116
136

187

79

26

119

0.59 0.68

4.00
187 192

223

27 29 30

ISO 9001 ISO 14001

The Kurita Group aims to see environmen-
tal impact reduction* in the operations of 
its customers offset and even exceed the 
environmental impacts of its own business. 
To this end, we have set numerical targets 
for the “amount of the reduction in envi-
ronmental impact of customers - the 
amount of the Kurita Group’s own environ-
mental impact,” with regard to water, CO2, 
and waste.

* The Kurita Group has defined products, technologies, 
and business models that contribute significantly to 
water-saving, CO2 emissions reduction, and waste 
reduction compared to previous levels as the “CSV 
business.” The reduction of environmental impact 
from customers’ operations is calculated based on 
results of applying the CSV business. Further infor-
mation about the CSV business can be found in 
“Environmental Improvement Activities” on page 45.

Number of Employees by Region

Number of Patents Pending (Japan) Certification Acquired 

Water (million m3) CO2 (1,000 t) Waste (1,000 t)

Reduction at 
customers
     Japan
    Overseas

Impact from 
our business 
activities
     Japan
    Overseas

     Japan         Asia         North America         EMEA         Other regions

Ratio of Female Directors and Members of the 
Audit & Supervisory Board and Employees (%)

        Ratio of female directors and members of the Audit & Supervisory Board
        Ratio of female employees

  Ratio of women in management positions

     Number of Companies           Acquisition rate among Group employees (%)
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Human Capital

Intellectual Capital

Natural Capital

Social and Relationship Capital


